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Improve color quality, consistency, and
profitability across your business.
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Ricoh Color
Management Services
What do leading commercial printers, ad agencies, publishing
houses, a broadcast television brand, and a global fashion label
all have in common? They all count on Ricoh Color Management
Services to ensure incredible output, every time.

Why Color Management Matters.

Services designed on your feedback.

Color does more than fill space, it communicates.
It sets a tone. It drives your message. And its
complexities can cause endless headaches for printers,
designers, customers, and anyone responsible for a
consistent end-product. Color Management Services
from Ricoh take the stress out of achieving consistent,
high-quality color across your operations so you can
focus on your core business objectives. Making the
process easy, and driving a solid return on the time
and resources you dedicate to it, is what sets Ricoh
Color Management Services apart.

Ricoh’s suite of Color Management Services is
structured based on the feedback we’ve received
from countless customers in the field, and offers
the flexibility to address your specific needs as an
organization. Whether you are unsure where your
starting point should be, or are looking to upgrade
your internal color management skillset to an expert
level, we will craft the strategy that works best for
your operations, and your budget. By offering a
wide range of services—from Color GAP Analysis
to staff training to ongoing Ricoh-performed color
management maintenance—we can provide the right
solution to match your company’s level of expertise
and exact needs.

The first color to focus on? Green.
Color management has as much to do with your
bottom line as it does the quality of your output.
From the time it takes to correct mistakes, perform
re-work, solve inconsistencies, or the limitations it
places on which jobs you can run on a certain piece
of equipment, color management is tied firmly to your
profitability. So, to frame the conversation in a slightly
different shade, the discussion is as much about
unnecessary costs, wasted supplies and media, lost
time, lost revenue, and lost customers as much as it is
actually about color itself.
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The color chain is complicated.
Managing it shouldn’t be.
The number of factors that can impact your color
management chain is simply staggering. From the
quality of supplies and shop lighting, to the vision
limitations of employees and operating temperatures
in your production space, the variables are endless.
Thankfully, we’ve seen them all, and know how to
help you enact the right processes to achieve the
outcomes your customers are counting on.

The great misconception: color
management issues are all about the
final output device.
When your output isn’t correct, it’s time to look at
the color chain as a whole. Think about the way a
direct mailer, a book, or even a television show is
produced. From the origin of the project, there are
countless devices that have an impact on how color
is portrayed and ultimately produced. These include
computer monitors, cameras and scanners, device
display screens, and more. To address the output, it’s
important to look at—and calibrate—the input. No
matter what the device or what stage of the workflow
it falls within, Ricoh can help align your processes to
ensure the end-product meets and exceeds customer
expectations.

Think we’re limited to
Ricoh products? Think again.
Any brand. Any device that requires color calibration.
Ricoh delivers the services required to keep your
business at the forefront, no matter who the
manufacturer may be. Our skillset encompasses
the full breadth and range of color management
dependent assets in your company, including the
ability to assess the color vision acuity of your
operators. With Ricoh, it takes only one partner to
service all of your needs, no matter how complex they
may be, or how many brands of equipment live in
your organization.
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National coverage, constant support.
Our service structure ensures that help is never far
away. With experts positioned around the country,
we can quickly service your needs, and respond to
critical issues when urgent assistance is required. Ricoh
offers a color management service organization that is
unparalleled in the industry when it comes to both the
number of dedicated experts on hand, and our ability
to service the broadest range of devices.

Our team is trained for technical—and
customer service—excellence.
Ricoh’s staff of color management experts bring
centuries of industry experience to the table. Our
training standard is the IDEAlliance certified Color
Management Professional Masters, and all staff has
either acquired this certification or is in the process of
achieving it. Additionally, we also have more than 20
G7 Expert certified members currently on staff. With
an 80+ year legacy of innovation, and having recently
celebrated 10 years of success in the production
marketplace, Ricoh is uniquely qualified to serve as
a trusted partner to help you achieve outstanding
business results.

Color Management Consulting Services
Benefit from a thorough analysis of your current color chain, and gain
the practical insight you need to achieve significant gains in quality,
consistency, and profitability.
Staying a step ahead of the challenges facing your business helps keep you in control of your business. Whether
you are striving for operational excellence, or are simply unsure where in the workflow color management issues are
impacting your output and bottom line, Ricoh Color Management Consulting Services provide a foolproof place
to start.

1. Procurement Analysis Service

The service includes:

Whether you’re in publishing, advertising, or simply a
marketer with large print volumes being produced for
you by an outside vendor, it’s crucial to know that you
are receiving the quality you’ve demanded and paid
for. Understanding best practices and assuring that
they are being followed by suppliers positions your
company’s deliverables for greater success.

• Expert evaluation of the quality of incoming
materials
• Development of Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP)
• Quality verification of your supply chain
• Process analysis and improvement to ensure your
long-term success

Ricoh’s Procurement Analysis Service is designed to
save you the time, frustration, and cost of constantly
having to go back and forth with printing vendors
when items are not delivered with consistent quality.
From the design stage to the finished product, we
can help your organization orchestrate a smooth
and seamless relationship with suppliers, acting as a
neutral third-party that is simply focused on quality.

If you’re not familiar with these services,
don’t be surprised. Ricoh has quietly
developed a portfolio of services focused
on our customer’s success.
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2. Color GAP Analysis
No matter the state of your current color management chain, whether you simply perform
routine calibration or have invested in deeper expertise and equipment, there is always room for
improvement. The Color GAP Analysis service puts a Ricoh color expert on-site in your operation to
uncover your current strengths and highlight opportunities for improvement. All designed to help
you achieve the highest level of color accuracy and repeatability without any additional investments
in hardware, software, staff, and environment.
The Color GAP Analysis is a conducted through a pre-visit interview, a one-day onsite service session,
and thorough follow-up. During the initial interview with the business owner(s), we gain a broad
overall view of the print operation’s color processes, perspectives on specific challenges, and insight
to identify specific color management goals. Following the executive interview, your Ricoh color
expert will explore the effectiveness of your current operating procedures, equipment, and staff as
it relates to color management. Depending on your business, the Ricoh Color GAP Analysis may
include some or all of the following:

Equipment and material evaluation

Staff evaluation

• Printing equipment (conventional and
digital presses, proofing systems, etc.)

• Color deficiency and color blindness tests
with main operators and design staff

• Scanning equipment
• Photography equipment

• Color tolerance tests with operators
and designers

• Measurement devices

Environment evaluation

• Standard house stocks and other
substrates

• Workflow and job ticket process analysis
(MIS, planning, estimating, purchasing)

• Consumables (plates, proof material,
ink sets, etc.)

• Test lighting and viewing conditions

• Evaluation of software used
(versions, updates available, etc.)

• Supplier and procurement inspections

• Quality control process inspection

After the analysis is completed, the results are documented in a detailed report delivered with our
best practices recommendations, which we will walk you through. The report also compares the
outcome of the analysis with the goals set during the initial interview, and outlines recommendations
to improve workflows, standard operating procedures, environmental conditions, and staff
education, as necessary.
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Color Management Training Services
Empower your staff with the knowledge and skills required to deliver and
sustain a higher standard of quality on every job, and properly maintain
your equipment investment.
When your output is your reputation, there is no room for compromise. To achieve the results that keep customers
coming back, it takes more than having the right mix of equipment in your business—you need your staff to
proactively protect your business interests when it comes to color management. To do this, operators need the
knowledge required to troubleshoot jobs, and respond on the fly when unexpected equipment issues arise.
Ricoh Color Management Training Services give you the
hands-on, practical skills to help keep your organization
running at the top of its game. Month after month, year
after year. By enabling key members of your staff to serve
as the front line against color degradation issues—across
devices and across jobs—you not only solidify your reputation
as a company that can deliver consistent quality, but you
safeguard your bottom line, as well.
In addition to G7-specific training and certifications (detailed
in this brochure), we offer a host of options for both remote
and on-site training to enable your operators to better
manage color issues both before and when they occur.
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Topics include,
but are not limited to:
• Calibration scheduling and best practices
• Device troubleshooting
• Peripheral device calibration
• Color management communication skills
• Supply chain management and
quality assurance
• Environmental concerns within
the production space

Color Conformance
and Assistance
Ongoing Management Services
A reliable partnership that delivers continued results.
How do you achieve the consistent color output your customers demand and reduce unnecessary operating
costs—without investing in additional equipment, software, or specialized staff? Simply choose Ricoh’s Color
Conformance and Assistance Services and leave it to us. Spend your time focusing on your core business
objectives and operations.
Offering a full range of color management optimizations, such as printer profiling and calibration, printer
matching, print simulation on monitors, proofing station setups, synchronization of displays, calibration of
cameras, scanners, and projectors, your Ricoh color expert can handle all of your needs. We bring all the
necessary equipment and software required to properly service your business.
While Color Conformance and Assistance clearly provides a great option for commercial printers, any business
that is reliant on consistent color output and utilizes a number of different devices can greatly benefit. In
previous engagements, we’ve helped in-plants, advertising and design agencies, publishers, book printers,
and many more achieve outstanding results.
Offered on a subscription basis, annually renewable contracts offer a low financial commitment, while
keeping your color management workflows and operations cutting edge. Choose the frequency schedule
that makes the most sense for your business and mix of equipment, including bi-annually, quarterly, monthly,
or even weekly depending on your needs. If you’re unsure about the benefits of Color Management for your
business, Color Conformance and Assistance provides an ideal way to “test drive” what consistent color
management can help you achieve in output quality and financial savings. Best of all, Ricoh experts can
provide these services across any device, no matter the manufacturer.

The benefits add up quickly:
• Gain access to outstanding color management services without having to develop your internal staff
into experts. We deliver high-end expertise so you can concentrate on your core business.
• No additional hardware or software to be purchased. Your Ricoh Color Experts bring all required
tools to perform any Color Management task.
• Flexible services terms provide a cost-effective solution for any level of color management demand,
from simple to complex, even multiple locations.
• Scheduled service arrangements add predictability to your business model.
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Advanced Implementation Services
Maximize your return on investment on essential equipment from day one.
Whether inkjet or toner, your printing hardware investment represents a major stake in your business. Ricoh’s
Advanced Implementation Services sharpen the competitive edge of your hardware investment by pairing it with expert
training and best practices for operation, cost-savings, and organizational efficiency right from the start. Advanced
Implementation Services are offered in addition to standard implementation services for all Ricoh Production Printers.

1. Ricoh InkSavvy for Ricoh high
speed Continuous Feed Printers

2. Ricoh High Speed
Inkjet Color Matching

InkSavvy is an ink savings software tool exclusively for
Ricoh Continuous Feed customers who want to save
ink—and money—without sacrificing image quality.

The Ricoh high speed inkjet color match bundle is
a software and services package to simulate the
output of Ricoh’s high speed inkjet devices on a Ricoh
cutsheet device.

This solution allows operators to save ink by utilizing
GCR (gray component replacement) in which parts of
cyan, magenta, and yellow are being replaced with
black ink, without a degradation of image quality.
Depending on the files being printed and the amount
of ink used, InkSavvy can save up to 30% of ink while
keeping the image quality unchanged.
Reducing the overall amount of ink on paper allows
for faster drying times, leads to faster post-processing
and finishing, and ultimately means faster turnaround
times. Metamerism, the effect in which printed output
appears to change based on the lighting it’s being
viewed under, is dramatically minimized when utilizing
intelligent GCR. This leads to fewer complaints about
perceived color mismatches with end-customers who
don’t have access to industry standard lighting (D50).
Ricoh color experts provide customized, onsite implementation based on the user’s specific
environment and needs, ensuring the best possible
return on investment and full realization of the
intended benefits. Savings are naturally dependent on
the types of print jobs printed, and overall amounts of
ink used per month.

This allows Ricoh high speed inkjet customers to
utilize other printers in the organization to simulate
the output of inkjet. It enables short runs, reprinting
individual pages, and hard copy proofing without
disrupting production on the high speed inkjet
printers.
Simulating VC or IP color on short-run capable devices
also enables customers to print accurate proofs on
different types of paper. This eliminates the need for
time consuming paper changes on high speed inkjet
printers when only a proof or sample print is required.
A color matched, secondary print system (Ricoh
cutsheet toner), produces similar looking output
without the need for long run-up times and web
changes (paper changes).
Ricoh toner devices can print on specialty media and
even envelopes. Color matching those printers to a
Ricoh high speed inkjet printer allows for the creation
of color matched output on a variety of media. This
could include trans-promo or direct mail with company
logos and other imagery that match those on the
envelope it’s being mailed in.
Professional implementation includes all tools and
training required to enable the Ricoh toner device to
function as a proofing and re-print printer. Following
implementation, you can maintain the color matched
system yourself without the need for follow-up
services. However, if you prefer, our Color Assistance
Services are always an option.
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3. Ricoh Certified Operator
Training Program
The Ricoh Certified Operator Program is designed to
maximize the effectiveness of your staff through a
system of proven, hands-on training for your Ricoh
production printer.

In addition to helping your operators learn how to
ensure top-notch color and image quality, topics will
be delivered based upon your workflow and printing
requirements and may include:

Factors such as operator experience, variety of job
types in the workflow, substrate complexity, and the
physical environment make each job unique. Our
tailored approach allows us to align each engagement
within your specific environment.

• Ricoh Media Library management
• TCRU (Trained Customer Replaceable Units) handson training
• Advanced color management techniques
• Image quality optimization
• Engine optimization techniques

Ricoh trainers work on-site in your facility and deploy
training instruction, reference materials, resources,
and exercises. The program is designed around your
operators’ specific training needs and consists of
running live jobs.
From system color management to understanding
the nuances of specialty colors on a 5th Color Station
enabled device, this program empowers your company
to enjoy more uptime, less rework, and better
profitability.

Key benefits include:
Increased productivity
Help your operators understand the system to
maintain optimal performance and productivity.
Maximize uptime
Run jobs with the proper settings the first time to
reduce waste and rework, and keep your work on
schedule.
Better preparation
Be ready for anything. Once your operators know
the ins and outs of the RICOH Pro C9100/C9110
and RICOH Pro C7100/C7100X Series systems and
how to get the most out of your investment, there
is nothing you can’t handle: specialty jobs, unique
color solutions, brand color matches, and more.

Specific requirements and key applications are
captured in a customer assessment during the presales phase. This provides a strategic implementation
for the Ricoh system.
Your Ricoh Production Engineer will configure print
workflows and provide you with an overview of the
system interface, tools, and features. This allows
you to start printing immediately once the system
is brought online. From there, we will give you time
to acquire experience on the system within your
environment.

Optimal color management
Having operators that can troubleshoot, optimize
efficiency, and achieve predictable, repeatable results
helps grow your business.
Greater savings
Maintain consistent image quality, machine
performance, and uptime using Ricoh’s Trained
Customer Replaceable Unit program.
Enhanced workflow
Your operators will be better prepared to automate
repetitive tasks and reduce manual intervention.
A competitive advantage
From unique substrates to superior color matching,
bring new applications to your customers and print
more efficiently.

* Note that a network membership with IDEAlliance is required in order to become an IDEAlliance G7 Master printer.
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Ricoh G7 Services
Position your company to compete with
industry-recognized G7 credentials.
G7 is a method of calibration based on a neutral gray scale printed with CMYK. G7 calibration is applicable to all CMYK
printing processes from offset, to inkjet, toner, flexography, gravure, and even screen print. A G7 Master Printer is a site or
facility that has proven to be capable of producing high quality results with G7 calibrated equipment.

1. G7 Calibration Services

2. Ricoh’s G7 Crash Course

Print buyers who order a variety
of printed material want a similar
visual appearance across all of their
deliverables, such as marketing
collateral, direct mail, signage,
packaging, hats, and t-shirts. Since
this range of substrates typically
requires multiple output devices,
G7 calibration can be used to
preserve the gamut of each printer,
while achieving a visual appearance
match on a variety of media on any
CMYK printer. G7 is one of the most
efficient ways to achieve a common
appearance across all CMYK printing
technologies.

Similar to the G7 Master Printer
qualification, the G7 Crash Course
delivers complete G7 calibration and
operator training, however, it does
not include the official submission
of qualification paperwork to
IDEAlliance.

Through G7 Calibration Services,
a Ricoh G7 Expert (IDEAlliance
certified) can calibrate one or
multiple devices as necessary to
achieve common visual appearance
between multiple CMYK devices. The
service can be performed on a onetime or ongoing basis, depending on
your company’s specific needs.

The process is customized to your
specific printing equipment and
capabilities, and is performed by a
Ricoh G7 Expert. Your business has
the option to upgrade to the G7
Master Printer qualification at any
time following the Crash Course.
For customers looking to achieve the
skills of a G7 Master Printer, without
receiving their formal credentials, the
G7 Crash Course offers a budgetfriendly option.

3. G7 Master Printer
Qualification
The Ricoh G7 Master Printer bundle
contains all hardware, software,
implementation services, and fees for
a Ricoh Production Color customer
to become an IDEAlliance qualified
G7 Master Printer.
Define your competitive advantage.
Commercial Printers and In-Plants
looking for industry best practices
Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP) and/or new marketing tools
will find the G7 Master Seal an
attractive means to maintain existing
customers and attract new clientele
as the marketplace grows more
competitive.

Benefits of the methodology:
• G7 is ideal for printing files with missing color
information. Files with missing color information will
print neutral, without noticeable color cast.
• Industry qualification as G7 Master Printer helps
validate advertisement as distinguished print facility
with color capable operators and equipment.
• Development of industry best practices based
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) leads to more
efficient use of production equipment and less
waste.
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• G7 Master Printers are listed on IDEAlliance’s
Directory, which represents a reference list of capable
printing facilities and helps printing providers market
and advertise themselves.
• Ricoh Color Experts provide customized, onsite implementation based on the user’s specific
environment and needs, ensuring the best possible
return on investment and full realization of the
intended benefits.

There’s a colorful future
ahead of us. Let’s get started.
It’s true, with so many elements of your business dependent on optimal color management
practices, it can be difficult to know where to begin.
It doesn’t have to be. Nor does it require a major investment on your part, even though the
return you experience can be substantial.
By choosing Ricoh Commercial Printing Color Management Services, you’re aligning your
company with the best and brightest experts in the industry. A group with hundreds of years
of combined experience in production color management. All working together to keep your
business healthy and vibrant for the next 100 years.
Ricoh’s partnership approach to business means we don’t succeed unless your business
succeeds. Finding the right solutions for your company’s needs is where it begins.

To request more information and connect with a
Ricoh Color Expert to discuss your needs, email us at:
info@ricohbusinessbooster.com
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